Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by the ones you did. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.

- Mark Twain

Explore five different countries as we travel by ship through some of the most spectacular places in Europe. Experience the rich culture, history and natural beauty of the British Isles. Engage with important global issues as we exchange ideas around globalization, sustainability, cross-cultural understanding, Brexit and other geo-political themes.

- Earn 3 Credits Optionally enroll in the PVCC International Business course. Independent study options are available. Lifelong Learners may audit the class or simply participate for a memorable enrichment experience.

- Independent Travel A fundamental goal of this program is to gain the skills and confidence to travel independently. During the voyage we will learn the highlights of each country and plan independent travel opportunities in small groups. Most places of interest are within easy reach from the ship.

- Life on the Ship The ship will serve as our home and campus during the voyage and is a wonderful place to learn and engage in conversation. Impeccable service, wonderful meals, fitness centers and a variety of tasteful evening entertainment are all included.

$1,975 (Student Cabin Rate) - Includes all meals, accommodations and airfare. Optional Tuition, optional Field Trips and some transportation costs are extra. Scholarships and financial aid may be applicable.

For more information and to reserve a spot contact the group leader, Prof. Salvatore Moschella (smoschella@pvcc.edu)